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St.Moritz, Engadin, March 8
th

 2013. 

 

 

President’s Report 

This report summarizes the actions undertaken by the Executive Committee after the previous 

report submitted to the General Assembly in August 2011.  

First a reminder from our webpages: 

The International Association of Worldloppet Skiers (IAWLS) is a non-profit, registered 

association with a double goal: 

- to help XC skiers interested in Worldloppet races with practical advice, 

- to serve as a link between the skiers and the race organizers in view of improving 

the quality of the races. 

Our basic philosophy is that we are enthusiastic WL skiers but also consumers who wish 

to get the best possible service for our money. There is a mutual interest between skiers 

and organizers which can be stated shortly as: “no organizers, no race – no skiers, no 

race!” 

 

Then back to this years report: 

1) Followup on items from last General Assembly 

Item 6-2011: IAWLS should write to World Loppet  urging that should all other needs be met 

including safety and snow cover, before accepting nomination, the organisers of the Demino 

Marathon should consider shifting the race to one week later to avoid a clash with the 

Birkebiennerennet  in order to maximise participation of Worldloppet Skiers,particularly 



those from: Australia, Japan, North America and all those with complex travel arrangements.  

The formal draft of the letter  to be forwarded to the executive committee by the chair. 

Followup on item 6: 

Colin draftet a letter, Lars and Christophe gave inputs and we then sent the letter to 

Worldloppet. They received it before their General Assembly meeting in 2012. Angelo 

Corradini thanked us for the letter and brought it forward to Worldloppet meeting and 

Demino Skimarathon. So far, Demino 2013 is set to be on the same weekend as 

Birkebeinerrennet. We will see what the future brings.  

 

Item 7-2011: The Executive Committee should create a forum to address the issue of races 

being booked out before leave and travel arrangements can be organised by those who have 

complex travel arrangements . 

Followup on item 7: 

Our new webpages do address these issues as requsted. 

We now have an calender on front page showing when races open for registrtion and when 

they were full last year(s).  That will give an indication when and how fast you must react to 

register. We have also used our Facebook pages and send reminders about these issues.  

We have 425 followers on our page there. News on our FB pages will appear on followers 

main page (“news-stream”) without having to look up our pages so the information effect is 

good. 

 

Item 8-2011: Safety issues raised by Jan Jasiewcz, specifically deaths attributable to 

Hypothermia in the Marcialonga & Vassaloppet and the potential for this in the Bieg Piastow 

crossover delay. No formal motion was passed but it was the consensus that the Executive 

Committee should discuss these issues and consider the papers that Jan has prepared on these 

issues. 

Followup on item 8: 

Members of ECM have looked at the papers Jan Jasiewcz made. We discussed it after the GA. 

Based on that we concluded that IAWLS will not work on this issue toward race organizers. 

Jan has done a good job and if he want to share more with us we will review it. 

 

2) Relations with the Members 

Membership 

Early winter 2013 we are 425 individual members. Up from 330 at time of last AGM.  

IAWLS has also a Facebook organization-page. That page is open for everyone interested in 

Worldloppet, not just our members. That “page” has 426 supporters (so called “Likes”). 

These 425 members are not the same as the 426 supporters on Facebook. Many members 

don’t use Facebook. 

Advice for skiers 



Our advice for skiers, mostly travel advice, have during 2012/2013 been updated with new 

information and tips. We appreciate feedback from members if they have any tip that can 

improve our advice articles. 

Supporting our members 

ECM has kept on helping members by replying to their emails. A key element in our goals. 

In addition to emails we correspond to our members with “chat/comment-feature” on both our 

webpages and our Facebook pages. Comments on webpages are per article so members can 

choose to ask questions next to a specific article. 

IAWLS Website 

Major news. In September 2012 we launched our new type of webpages. This type is a 

standard publishing software named Wordpress”. With this we get many benefits. 

 We can publish from anywhere at any time. No need for special software for the 

publisher. We don’t have to work on design issues. It’s all set.  

 We can be multiple editors, working at the same time. System will avoid writing-

collisions 

 All articles are labeled in categories and dates so they can be arranged in categories, 

filter by year and more.  

 Easy language support. Maybe we publish travel tips in japanese 

In addition to race reports there have been other good articles on our webpages with subjects 

as ski marathon and related info.  

Our new webpages startet with two editors. More is possible. There are many articles from 

previous website that needs to be ported into new format. This job takes time and is done by 

both editors. There has been some problem with lacking work here. Older articles are 

requested by members. We hope this work soon gets completed. 

Race reports 

We have since last AGM published many race reports. Not for every race but many. With the 

new type of webpages we have we can now publish race reports from anywhere at anytime. 

This is not a key goal but keeps the webpages popular, traffic high and it is a form of useful 

communication to our members. To all Worldloppet skier too. It also gives new skiers a good 

review of the races when they evaluate what WL races to do. 

Startnumbers in Marcialonga 2013 

We, IAWLS, were from Marcialonga generously offered to book startnumbers in 

Marcialonga 2013 suring the summer of 2012. We took the offer and about 30 of our 

members took the opertunity to get a startnumber. We have also been given word that we will 



get that offer next year too. Thanks to Angelo Corradini and Marcialonga for this special offer 

to IAWLS. 

Meeting with members in Cavalese, January 26
th

 2013. 

IAWLS did invite all those who got an Marcialonga startnumber via IAWLS, to a social 

gathering during the Marcialonga weekend 2013. ECM Boris handled this meeting and it was 

held on Jan.26
th

 at 5 PM in Cavalese at the race office. 

Race Evaluation Questionnaires 

We had a system of automatic feedback registration. We compiled feedback and made a 

report. This system was in the end not much used and on our new webpages we don’t have it. 

Here we encourage skiers to email us on issues they are concerned with. We also encourage 

skiers to use the commenting features on our website. Some races have their own system of 

feedback but IAWLS will allways independently compile and give feedback to Worldloppet 

and races. 

 

3) Relations with WL and WL races 
 

We have communication with Worldloppet and contact them when we have issues we want to 

address. Like the racedate of Demino and startnumbers in Marcialonga. Our previous letters 

to WL have content and suggestions that are still valid today and can be reviewed and 

reminded of, again.   

Contact with races are also on case-by-case basis. We contact them when we have issues to 

address. 

Our General Assembly and the documents from that meeting are also a clear communication 

to Worldloppet and the races. We gather many issues on these meeting documents. We also 

hope that someone from Worldloppet and the “local WL race” will attend our meeting. We do 

invite them. 

 

4) Composition of the Executive Committee 
 

From our previous President Report we could read that me, Lars Vagle, took over as president 

in August 2011.  

 

Since last meeting in 2011 these executive members have ending their term:  

Jacek Jaskowiak  

Bengt Karlsson.  

Colin Addison. 

We thank them for good work as ECM during many years. 

 

We did not have a meeting in 2012 so renewing of terms will be dual. From 2012 and from 

2013. Hopefully we will have a meeting every year.  

 



The following have accepted a new term as executive members: 

Boris Petroff, 2012-2015 (treasurer) 

Minoru Matsuyama, 2012-2015  

Lars Vagle, 2013-2016 (president and webeditor) 

Thomas Huber, 2012-2015   

 

Executive members not up for renewing and thus continue are : 

Christophe Joanblanq, 2011-2014. 

Bjørn Hanson, 2011-2014 (webeditor). 

 

New persons proposed as ECM are the following : 

Hervé Coutine, FRA, 2013-2016. 

Margaret Hayes, AUS, 2013-2016. 

They will be voted upon at the meeting. 

 

We need a new secratary. Boris ends his term as secretary role at this meeting. 

 

Note: The committee members do not represent any particular country, they work for all WL 

skiers. 

 

 

 

Med vennlig hilsen  

Lars Vagle.  

President IAWLS. 

 


